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Abstract
The crystal structure and electric transport properties of the compounds
CeRu2−x CoxGe2 (x = 0.0–2.0) have been investigated. The magnetic
behaviour of this system is correlated with the structural parameters. Based on
these studies, a magnetic phase diagram has been proposed for this system. A
transition from a magnetic ground state to a non-magnetic ground state has been
observed with increasing Co concentration. It is found that the Ce–Ru/Co bond
distance plays a critical role in driving the system from an RKKY dominated
regime to a Kondo regime.

1. Introduction

Ce-based ternary compounds CeT2X2 (T = transition metals, X = Si, Ge) with the ThCr2Si2
type tetragonal structure exhibit a rich variety of ground states like the Kondo effect, different
magnetic structures, non-Fermi liquid behaviour, etc [1]. In most of these compounds, the
magnetic ground state is an interplay of two interactions: an RKKY (Ruderman–Kittel–
Kasuya–Yosida) interaction and the Kondo effect. Both the interactions depend on the product
of exchange interaction J (between the conduction electron and localized f-electrons) and
N (density of state at the Fermi level). The strength of the RKKY interaction TRKKY has
(J N)2 dependence whereas the Kondo interaction strength TK has exp(−1/J N) dependence.
The competition between these two interactions can be explained qualitatively using the one-
dimensional Kondo necklace model [2]. In this model, for small J N (TRKKY > TK), the RKKY
interaction dominates and the system orders magnetically,whereas for large J N (TRKKY < TK),
the Kondo effect dominates and the ground state is non-magnetic. At intermediate values of
J N , where both the interactions have comparable strength, non-Fermi liquid behaviour has
been observed in several systems [3].

Since both the interactions depend on the product J N , their magnetic ground state will
depend critically on the unit cell volume and number of electrons in the transition metal for
CeT2X2 systems. It has been observed that compounds with unit cell volume larger than
∼170 Å order magnetically. One typical example is CeRu2Ge2, which has a unit cell volume
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of 183 Å and orders ferromagnetically below 8 K [1, 4]. With the application of pressure it
shows a magnetic to non-magnetic transition around 8 GPa [5]. Another method of varying the
unit cell volume employed is the chemical pressure effect. The substitution of Si, which has
smaller ionic radii than Ge, also shows results similar to external pressure studies [5, 6]. Fontes
et al [7] has reported Fe substitution studies on the Ru site, which also show a magnetic to
non-magnetic transition around x = 0.9 for Ce(Ru1−x Fex)2Ge2. However, the phase diagram
presented by Fontes et al appears to be different compared to high-pressure and Si doping
studies in CeRu2Ge2.

To understand the differences in the phase diagram of CeRu2Ge2 we have substituted Co
at the Ru site. Co is the nearest neighbour to Fe in the periodic table with comparable ionic
radii. The series of compounds CeRu2−x Cox Ge2 (x = 0.0–2.0) offers an interesting case
to study, with variation in the competing strengths of RKKY interactions and Kondo effect
interactions across the series. One end member of the series CeRu2Ge2 (x = 0), with unit cell
volume 183 Å, has been reported to order ferromagnetically below 7.5 K [1, 4], whereas the
other end member CeCo2Ge2, with unit cell volume 168 Å, is reported to be a intermediate
valence compound with Kondo temperature 100 K [8]. It has been shown that CeRu2Ge2 first
orders antiferromagnetically around 8.5 K and then becomes ferromagnetic through a first order
magnetic transition below 7.5 K [9, 10]. With the application of external pressure, initially
the ferromagnetic transition is suppressed and the antiferromagnetic transition temperature
increases. On further increasing the pressure the antiferromagnetic transition temperature
decreases and the compound becomes non-magnetic around 8 GPa [5, 11–13]. Therefore it is
interesting to see the effect of Co substitution on the Ru site as this is also expected to exert
positive pressure with Co substitution. Besides the positive pressure effect, Co substitution at
the Ru site may also modify N as the former has one additional d-electron compared to the
latter.

In this paper we present our results on the crystal structure, electrical resistivity and
magnetoresistance of the system CeRu2−x Cox Ge2. With increasing x the unit cell volume
decreases which drives the system from a magnetic to a non-magnetic regime.

2. Experimental details

The polycrystalline compounds CeRu2−x Cox Ge2 (x = 0, 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 1.8 and 2.0) were
prepared by arc melting constituent elements of purity better than 99.9% (Ce and Ru) and
99.99% (Co and Ge). The compounds were melted several times for better homogeneity.
As-prepared compounds were wrapped in Mo-foils and sealed in evacuated quartz ampoules
in a vacuum of the order of 10−5 Torr and kept for annealing at 800 ◦C for 5 days. For x-ray
diffraction (XRD) measurements portions of the samples were cut and ground to make powder.
The powder XRD measurements on all the samples were carried out using a rotating anode
x-ray generator in the range 10◦–80◦, with a step size of 0.2◦ and speed 2◦ min−1. The resistivity
measurements were carried out using the standard four-probe method in the presence of He
exchange gas and in the temperature range 1.5–300 K. Longitudinal magnetoresistance was
measured at 5 K up to 8 T magnetic field for all the samples.

3. Results

The results of the powder XRD measurements on the compound CeRu2−x Cox Ge2 (x = 0.0–
2.0) are shown in figure 1. All the compounds order in the ThCr2Si2 type crystal structure
(figure 2) with space group I4/mmm. All the lines in the XRD pattern were identified
with the above space group, indicating that all the compounds were single phase in nature.
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Figure 1. Powder x-ray diffrac-
tion pattern for the compounds
CeRu2−x Cox Ge2 (x = 0.0–2.0).
The dots represent the observed data
and line curves are the fitted pattern
obtained from Rietveld refinement.

Structural refinement for all the compounds was carried out using DBWS software [14]. The
lines in figure 1 show the fitted curve while the dots represent the observed data. For all
the samples except x = 0.5 the refined pattern shows excellent agreement with the observed
pattern (see figure 1). This is reflected in the goodness of fit parameters summarized in table 1.
The error bars on the refined structural parameters are thus also quite small. In case of x = 0.5
composition, the refinement is not as good as for the other alloys, due to the asymmetry
observed in some peaks at the higher angle side. The asymmetry in the peaks can be attributed
to the strain in the unit cell as a result of doping. The unit cell parameter a and unit cell volume
V show a linear decrease with increasing Co concentration (x). This is expected, as Co ions
have smaller ionic radii than Ru. However the z-coordinate of the Ge ions and the lattice cell
parameter c increases non-monotonically with x . The variation of the unit cell parameters a
and c and the volume are shown in figure 3.

The results of resistivity measurements, in the temperature region 1.5–300 K, are shown for
all the compounds in figure 4. The resistivity values have been normalized to room temperature
values of the respective compound. The sharp changes in the resistivity versus temperature
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Figure 2. Schematic diagram of ThCr2Si2 type unit cell.

Table 1. Structural parameters obtained from the Rietveld refinement of the powder x-ray
diffraction data for the system CeRu2−x Cox Ge2 (x = 0.0–2.0).

x 0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 1.8 2.0

a (Å) 4.2684(1) 4.2210(4) 4.1543(3) 4.1060(2) 4.0815(1) 4.0674(1)
c (Å) 10.0471(4) 10.1204(10) 10.1887(9) 10.2088(4) 10.1963(3) 10.1740(3)
V (Å) 183.05(1) 180.31(3) 175.84(2) 172.11(1) 169.86(1) 168.32(1)
Z 0.3679(3) 0.3706(4) 0.3707(3) 0.3702(2) 0.3701(2) 0.3690(2)
Ce–T (Å) 3.2960 3.2948 3.2867 3.2754 3.2653 3.2566
Ce–Ge (Å) 3.2971 3.2594 3.2194 3.1915 3.1755 3.1699
Ce–Ce (Å) 4.2684(1) 4.2210(4) 4.1543(3) 4.1060(2) 4.0815(1) 4.0674(1)
R–P 12.06 19.43 14.37 13.39 15.28 14.16
RWP 18.02 25.14 18.46 19.16 20.50 19.25
Rexpected 13.24 14.27 14.20 14.16 14.63 14.89
S 1.36 1.76 1.30 1.35 1.40 1.29

curve for the compounds x = 0, 0.5 and 1.0, which are highlighted in the inset of figure 4,
indicate the onset of magnetic ordering. The ordering temperatures, taken as the maxima in
the temperature derivatives of the resistivity, are found to be 7.5, 8.5 and 6.5 K respectively.
A careful observation of the inset of figure 4 reveals many important features. The resistivity
curve for x = 0 starts decreasing rapidly below ∼8.5 K, while the derivative show a maximum
around 7.5 K. This behaviour suggests two magnetic transitions in agreement with earlier
reports [4, 9]. The first one around 8.5 K represents the paramagnetic (PM) to antiferromagnetic
(AFM) transition and the other one around 7.5 K represents the antiferromagnetic (AFM) to
ferromagnetic (FM) transition. The two transitions are clearly seen in the x = 0.5 composition.
In this case the AFM–FM transition shifts to lower temperatures (6 K) while the PM–AFM
transition remains at 8.5 K. For x = 1.0 there is only one magnetic transition around 6.5 K,
which is a PM–AFM transition as verified from the magnetoresistance measurements discussed
below. For all the three compositions discussed above, besides the sharp drop in resistivity
below the magnetic ordering temperature there is an increase in resistivity with decreasing
temperature just above the magnetic ordering temperature. This increase in resistivity with
decreasing temperature becomes more prominent with increasing Co concentration. This
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Figure 3. Variation of unit cell parameter
(a) a in nm, (b) c in nm, and (c) unit
cell volume V in nm3 as a function of Co
ion concentration (x) for CeRu2−x Cox Ge2.
The lines through the data points are guides
to the eyes.

behaviour is arising due to the Kondo effect, which becomes more prominent with decreasing
unit cell volume, i.e. increasing Co concentration. For other compositions x = 1.5, 1.8 and
2.0, magnetic ordering has not been observed in the entire temperature range studied, and
the resistivity shows a broad maximum. In the case of the x = 2.0 compound the broad
maximum in the resistivity has been attributed to the valence fluctuating behaviour observed
in this compound [8, 15].

In order to understand the nature of the magnetic transitions observed, magnetoresistance
(�ρ/ρ) measurements at 5 K were performed, the results of which are shown in figure 5. These
�ρ/ρ results are in qualitative agreement with the magnetoresistance studies of CeRu2Ge2

under external pressure by Kobayashi et al [13] and Süllow et al [16]. For x = 0 and 0.5,
�ρ/ρ is negative, and its magnitude increases rapidly at low fields and tend to saturate at high
field values. This shows that the transitions at 7.5 and 6 K observed in these compositions
are ferromagnetic in nature. The �ρ/ρ behaviour for these two compositions is similar to
the magnetoresistance behaviour of CeRu2Ge2 at 1.5 K under 5 Gpa pressure, as studied
by Kobayashi et al [13]. For the compound with x = 1.0 the magnetoresistance is small,
positive and increases with increasing field up to 0.8 T, which is typical of an antiferromagnet.
Beyond 0.8 T it decreases rapidly with further increase in magnetic field, which is a signature
of a metamagnetic transition. For the composition x = 1.5 the magnetoresistance is
typical of paramagnets, showing negative H 2-like dependence. For x = 1.8 and 2.0, the
magnetoresistance is negligible and slightly positive for the latter, which indicates the non-
magnetic nature of these compounds. Our �ρ/ρ results for x = 1.0, 1.5 and 1.8 are similar
to the �ρ/ρ behaviour of CeRu2Ge2 at 6 K under an external pressure of 5.8, 6.4 and 7.6 GPa
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Figure 4. Temperature dependence of resistivity (ρ) normalized to room temperature values for
CeRu2−x Cox Ge2. The inset shows the low temperature region for x = 0, 0.5, 1.0 and the arrows
indicate the magnetic transition temperature. The curves for x = 0.5 and 1.0 are shifted in the
inset for clarity.

respectively by Süllow et al [16]. The positive small magnetoresistance has been observed
at 10 GPa for CeRu2Ge2 by Kobayashi [13] et al, which is similar to our magnetoresistance
behaviour for the x = 2.0 composition.

4. Discussion

The Co ion has smaller ionic radii compared to Ru radii, therefore with the substitution of Co
in place of Ru, the unit cell volume is expected to decrease (figure 2(c)). The non-monotonic
variation of the c or z parameter appears to be a result of chemical disorder in this system,which
is inherent in substitutional alloys. This is further supported by the concentration dependence
of the residual resistivity ratio (RRR) [ρ(300 K)/ρ(1.5 K)] as shown in figure 6. It is well
known that the residual resistivity ratio gives an indication of the disorder in the sample: the
higher the ratio the less the disorder. In figure 6, RRR as a function of x shows a shallow
minimum for intermediate compositions. A similar but opposite behaviour is seen for the z
coordinate of the Ge ion.

With the substitution of Co at Ru ion sites the lattice volume decreases, therefore
the exchange integral J between conduction electrons and Ce f-orbitals will increase with
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increasing Co concentration. This increase in J first increases the magnetic ordering
temperature as the strength of RKKY interaction TRKKY has (J N)2 dependence whereas
the Kondo interaction strength TK has exp(−1/J N) dependence. With further increase in
J , both the Kondo effect and RKKY interactions will have comparable strength for certain
values of J ; therefore, the rise in magnetic ordering temperature with increasing J tends to
saturate. This is the case for x = 0 and 0.5 compositions, where both the interactions are
of comparable strength, thereby showing a PM to AFM transition at the same temperature
(8.5 K) though the lattice volume has been changed by nearly 1.5%. With further decrease in
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lattice volume (increase in J ) the Kondo effect starts dominating, and therefore the magnetic
ordering temperature starts decreasing (x = 0.5–1.0). The dominance of the Kondo effect
is also evident from the observed resistivity rise above the magnetic ordering temperature
in these compositions. With increasing x the resistivity rise is more pronounced. Finally,
the magnetic ordering vanishes, and no magnetic ordering has been observed for x > 1.0.
The compounds with x = 1.5, 1.8 and 2.0 are thus non-magnetic and show broad shoulders
around 30, 60 and 100 K, below which there is a large drop in resistivity. As mentioned
earlier, the compound CeCo2Ge2 is reported to be an intermediate valence compound with
Kondo temperature around 100 K [8, 15]. Therefore the broad shoulders in these compounds
may be associated with intermediate valence behaviour. That the resistivity decrease in these
compounds (x = 1.5–2.0) is not related to magnetic ordering is further confirmed by the
magnetoresistance measurements at 5 K. The compounds with x � 1.0 give a clear signature
of a magnetically ordered state. It is ferromagnetic-like for x = 0 and 0.5, and in the case of
x = 1.0 it shows a metamagnetic transition around 0.8 T, whereas the composition x = 1.5
shows negative H 2-like variation of magnetoresistance which is typical of a paramagnet. The
compositions x = 1.8 and 2.0 show negligible magnetoresistance, typical of non-magnetic
metals.

Based on the above results a tentative magnetic phase diagram with normalized unit cell
volume (V/V0, where V0 is the unit cell volume of CeRu2Ge2) and Co concentration (x) for the
system CeRu2−x CoxGe2 has been drawn in figure 7(a). From this phase diagram the quantum
critical point is expected to occur for compositions between x = 1.0 and 1.5, i.e. for a unit cell
volume between 175 and 172 Å. The trend of our phase diagram appears to be similar to the
phase diagram of CeRu2Ge2 under external pressure studied by Wilhlem et al [5] (shown by
dotted lines in figure 7(a)). In both cases the AFM–FM transition temperature decreases rapidly,
and the PM–AFM transition temperature initially remains more or less constant and then
starts decreasing rapidly to zero. However, there are subtle differences between the two phase
diagrams. In the case of Wilhlem et al, the AFM–FM transition temperature has been decreased
from 7.5 to less than 4 K for V/V0 = 1–0.985 and the PM–AFM transition temperature has
been increased from 8.5 to 10 K. In our case the PM–AFM transition temperature is almost
constant whereas the AFM–FM transition temperature is decreased to 6 K only for the same
volume change. With further reduction in volume or increase in Co doping the PM–AFM
transition temperature decreases to 6.5 K, whereas in case of high-pressure studies it is around
9 K for a corresponding volume change.

The difference between the two studies can be understood from the expression for the
exchange coupling J , which can be written as [17]

J ∝ V 2
cf/(EF − Ef),

where EF is the Fermi energy, Ef is f-level energy and Vcf is the hybridization matrix element,
which can be written as [18]

Vll′m = ηll′mh̄2

me

[
(r2l−1

l r2l′−1
l′ )1/2

dl+l′+1

]

with interatomic distance d , the angular momentum of the orbitals l and l ′, the atomic shell
radius r and the symmetry of the bond m. From this relation it is evident that the exchange
coupling depends on the interatomic distance between the ions. A glance at the various bond
distances in table 1 shows that the variation of Ce–Ru/Co (Ce–T) bond distance follows a trend
similar to the concentration dependence of the magnetic transition temperature. The volume
dependence of the Ce–T bond distance is plotted in figure 7(b). It shows that for a relative
volume change from 1.0 to 0.985 the Ce–T distance is decreased by only 0.04%. However,
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Figure 7. (a) Proposed magnetic phase diagram for CeRu2−x Cox Ge2 as a function of V/V0,
i.e. unit cell volume normalized to x = 0.0 composition (bottom axis) and Co ion concentration
(x) (top axis). The lines between the data points are guides to the eyes. The dotted lines show the
magnetic phase diagram of CeRu2Ge2 with V/V0 taken from Wilhelm et al [5]. (b) Variation of
Ce–T bond length with V/V0 for CeRu2−x Cox Ge2.

with further decrease in lattice volume it starts decreasing rapidly. It is worth noting here that
the volumes and correspondingly the bond distances are calculated in a indirect manner in the
high-pressure study by Wilhlem et al [5], whereas, in our case we deduced the unit cell volume
and bond distances directly from the x-ray diffraction data, thereby giving unambiguous results.
This correlation between Ce–T bond distance and magnetic transition temperature shows that
f–d hybridization is the main effect in determining the exchange coupling J and therefore the
magnetic properties of CeRu2−x Cox Ge2 system.

The substitution of Co in place of Ru may also change N (the density of state at the Fermi
level), as Co has one additional d-electron compared to the Ru ion. In the light of the present
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investigation the effect of varying N appears to be small compared to the volume effect, as has
been indicated by the correlation between the Ce–T bond distance and the magnetic transition
temperature mentioned above. To explore the small effect of varying N more experiments like
XPS, heat capacity and band structure calculation will be required.

Fontes et al [7] have also drawn a tentative phase diagram for the system CeRu2−x Fex Ge2

with Fe doping at the Ru site. This phase diagram with Fe doping appears to be entirely different
when compared to our Co doped system as well as the high-pressure studies of Wilhlem et al
[5]. Fontes et al have not observed any AFM to FM transition for any Fe concentration. This
is surprising, considering the fact that Fe and Co are near neighbours in the periodic table and
have similar ionic radii. This difference may be arising due to the increase in Ce–Ru/Fe bond
length with decreasing unit cell volume (i.e. with increasing Fe concentration), whereas in our
case and in the high-pressure studies it decreases with decreasing unit cell volume.

5. Conclusions

The structural and electrical transport studies of CeRu2−x Cox Ge2 have been carried out. These
studies showed that the system is driven from a magnetic to a non-magnetic ground state as
an effect of Co doping on the Ru site. The transition of the ground state is due to volume
effects occurring due to the Co doping. The nature of magnetic transitions was confirmed
by magnetoresistance measurements. Magnetoresistance studies also showed that the system
undergoes a metamagnetic transition for x = 1.0 around 0.8 T magnetic field. The magnetic
phase diagram for the system CeRu2−x Cox Ge2 is proposed and from this phase diagram the
quantum critical point is expected for a composition between x = 1.0 and 1.5, i.e. for a unit cell
volume between 175 and 172 Å. These studies also showed that the Ce–Ru/Co bond distance
plays a critical role in driving the system from an RKKY dominated regime to a Kondo regime.
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